Without reason for panic
Nuclear plant dumps waste into river

O'Meara stays optimistic on new dorm project

by Pat Mangan
Senior Staff Reporter

University Provost Timothy O'Meara indicated before break that he was "personally optimistic" that the new dormitory would be ready to occupy by 1980 or 1981. O'Meara, Thomas Mason, vice president for Business Affairs, and the Ellerby architecture firm were developing a "somewhat detailed" plan of the proposed dorm.

O'Meara said yesterday that he is "extremely optimistic" that the University will get the new dorms, but declined to say when. O'Meara may also have been influenced by several indications that the status of the government loan the University is applying for, and about which O'Meara has been asked by members of the Board of Trustees this semester. He explained that too many comments at this time might be premature and could interfere with the progress of the planning.

O'Meara said that the new dorms would probably be located between the Memorial Library and Grace and Frame Hall. However, he added that the decision was not final.

According to O'Meara, the new dorm facilities will provide additional living space on the campus for 500 more students with each dorm housing 250 students.

O'Meara said that the extra space provided by the new dorms will probably be used to accommodate future Notre Dame women.

He quickly added that he didn't necessarily mean that the new facilities would be for women, but rather that it was a "probability."

When specific plans for the additional living space were announced, the provost offered to consider student input presented to him by Student Body President Andy McKenna.

Since that offer, a meeting was held with several members of the Board of Commissioners.

... Foods sales controversy - page 3
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by John Ferrell
Staff Reporter

Twenty-three amendments to the Student Government Constitution were proposed last night by the Student Government Board of Commissioners. One of the proposals would create an Off-Campus Commissioner and add a third representative to the Hall Presidents Council to the Board of Commissioners.

The amendment process will include a special meeting of the HPC to present the amendments to the public and to educate the hall presidents about the amendments.

Following the presentation of the proposed amendments for public discussion, the amendment process is expected by two-thirds of the Hall Councils to become effective.

The proposed amendment, which adds an Off-Campus Commissioner to the seven member group, forced the Board to add another commission to the college to avoid vote deadlocks that may occur in an eight member group.

A second elected HPC representative was chosen as the ninth member position according to Jayne Rizzo, Judicial Coordinator, "because the HPC is the most representative body on campus.

The Board elected to add the HPC representative but also considered filling the spot with an Ombudsman Commissioner or a Judicial Commissioner. A house president is intimately involved with hall life," Rizzo stated, and is a directly-elected representative of the student body.

The Board also proposed a... [continued on page 4]
Thatcher favored in election
Queen accepts prime minister's resignation

LONDON (AP) - Queen Elizabeth II, fulfilling a centuries-old duty, received formal word from Prime Minister James Callaghan yesterday that his government had fallen, and she set May 3 as the date for a general election to select a new House of Commons.

The latest public opinion polls indicate the conservativeness of Margaret Thatcher will sweep into power easily, ending five years of Labor Party control and making the 53-year-old Mrs. Thatcher Europe's first woman prime minister.

"My troops are ready," the Conservative leader, scurrying victory, told reporters yesterday.

Callaghan, leaving his 10 Downing St. residence for the short drive to Buckingham Palace to notify the queen, declared: "I always look forward to a good fight."

Later, in a television broadcast to the nation, the prime minister said: "I would do all the great harm if the country were suddenly to go into reverse on the range of policies that have brought us through so far." Mrs. Thatcher is to reply today.

Queen Elizabeth, following tradition, scheduled the election for the date named by the outgoing prime minister, who needs all the time available for labor to recoup its dramatic loss of popularity following months of industrial strife and economic stagnation.

Labour's slide climaxed Wednesday night when a second confidence motion sponsored by the opposition Conservatives passed by a vote of 313-310, toppling Callaghan's minority government and forcing a general election.

The announcement by Callaghan's office said the queen would dissolve Parliament April 7, and the new Parliament would hold its first session May 9, six days after the election.

The current Parliament will last until April 4 to complete a stopgap budget to give the outgoing government power to collect taxes, pay salaries and clean up national deficit. Then, unless a new government is elected, the Callaghan Cabinet will stay on in a caretaker role.

In his television address yesterday, the prime minister told British voters: "The question you will have to consider is whether we risk tearing everything up by the roots, scraping up programs that assist firms on which a million jobs depend, slashing funding drastically needed for families and hospitals and schools. Having an upheaval in industry and with the unions."

The answer must surely by "No."

State Senate votes to save South Shore

The Indiana State Senate on Wednesday passed Senate Bill 611 providing subsidy funds for the South Shore Railroad by a vote of 47 to 3.

Governor Otis Bowen has promised to sign the bill into law on the condition that the state passes both houses of the legislature. It passed in the House in February.

This bill was the subject of the article entitled "Senate to vote on South Shore funding" written on Wednesday, March 28, by Joe Slovin. It provides an operating subsidy of over $1 million per year to the South Shore and makes it possible for the South Shore to receive a $31 million federal grant for new equipment. This bill's passage assures the survival of the South Shore's commuter service from Chicago to South Bend.

Monday, April 1, 1979

11 am - TENNIS, nd men vs. u. of wisconsin, ACC COURTS
3:30 pm - CIRCU, ACC
2 pm - MEETING, nd chess club, LAFORTUNE RATH-SKELLER
7 pm - MOVIE, "a piano," LIB. AUD., sponsored by the chinese students association
4 pm - SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, canta, SACRED HEART CHURCH
7 pm - MOVIE, "a piano," LIB. AUD., sponsored by the chinese students association
7, 9 & 11 pm - FILM, "classahane," ENGR. AUD., $1
8 - 15 pm - CONCERT, notre dame glee club, WASHING TON HALL
11 pm - SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, "the homecoming of beethoven's brother's son," WSND-AM

Jazz festival
tickets go on sale

Tickets for the Collegiate Jazz Festival are presently on sale at the Notre Dame Student Union, the Saint Mary's ticket office (Law School Auditorium), Turriff Art Gallery, Pandora's Books, and River City Review offices.

An All-Festival pass costs $8.50 or $7.50 for Notre Dame/Saint Mary's students. Tickets for the evening of Friday, April 6 are $4.30. Tickets for the afternoon of Sunday, April 7 are $2.50, and $4 for Saturday night.

Judges for the festival include Starns Turner, Joe Sampier, Phillie Joe Jones, Richard Davis, Buddy DeFranco and Dan Morgenseten.
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9 am -- CONFERENCE, "belief, change and forms of life," d.r. philips, u. of wales, CCE AUD.
9 am -- CONFERENCE, "what is God that we are mindful of him?" Dr. kenneth sayre, nd, CCE AUD.
12:15 pm -- TRAVELOGUE, "egypt," prof. bernard waldman, GALVIN AUD.
12:15 pm -- MASS, fr. robert griffin, LAFORTUNE BALLROOM
2 pm -- CONFERENCE, "religion and groundless believing," kai nielsen, u. of calgary, CCE AUD.
2 pm -- CONFERENCE, "redemptive subversions: the christian discourse of st. bonaventure," louis mackey, u. of texas, CCE AUD.
3:30 pm -- LECTURE, rev. claude marie barbour, KEENAN CONFERENCE ROOM
5:15 pm -- MASS AND DINNER, at the BULLA SHED
7 pm -- LENTEN MASS, STANFORD HALL
7, 8:30 & 10 pm -- FILM, "aian's song," CARROLL HALL SMC, $1
7, 9, & 11 pm -- FILM, "coma," ENGR. AUD., $1
8 pm -- SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, readings and music, LUB. LOUNGE
8 pm -- ONE-ACT PLAYS, nd-smc playwrights premiere, WASHINGTON HALL
8 pm -- CIRCU, ACC
8:15 pm -- SENIOR RECITAL, marianna uleci, julie thoseron, tim keogh, CLOWLEY HALL
9 pm -- K OF C DISCO, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HALL, $1
9 pm -- DANCE, sponsored by acoe, MONOGOM ROOM ACC

Saturday, March 31, 1979

9 am -- CONFERENCE, "the christian language-game," dr. william atson, u. of illinois, CONFERENCE ROOM CCE
11 am, 3 & 8 pm -- CIRCU, ACC
11 am -- SEMINAR, "religion and the family: the tragic linkage," prof. joan aldred, nd, 600 LIB.
11:30 am -- TRACK, notre dame open, CARTIER FIELD
7, 9 & 11 pm -- FILM, "classahane," ENGR. AUD., $1
7, 8:30 & 10 pm -- FILM, "aian's song," CARROLL HALL SMC, $1
7:30 pm -- SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, ISIS GALLERY
8 pm -- DANCE THEATRE, south-hold dance spring concert, O'LAUGHLIN AUD. SMC
9 pm -- SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, THE NAZ
11 pm -- SENIOR ARTS FESTIVAL, music at THE NAZ
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5:15 p.m. Saturday
9:15 a.m. Saturday
10:30 a.m. Sunday
12:15 p.m. Sunday
7:15 p.m. Vespers

Louie's Friday Special
Budweiser & Olympia
8 to 12pm
3 for $1.00
We also Deliver Pizza to ND & SMC phone 232-OILL

BRIAN'S SONG
7:00, 8:30, 10:00pm
Friday and Saturday
March 30 and 31

Carroll Hall — SMC sponsored by SMC social committee
admission $1.00

Rev. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
Rev. John Vosters, C.S.C.
Rev. David Burrell, C.S.C.
Rev. William Toohey, C.S.C.
Rev. David Burrell, C.S.C.
Iranians to vote on Islamic Republic

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iranians vote today on whether to transform their troubled and bellicose "Islamic Republic," a vaguely defined idea that confounds some with its promise of a return to traditional values and worries others with its liberties.

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the 78-year-old holy man whose Islamic revolution toppled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's regime last month, declared last night that the nation's fate will be decided by the voting.

"Either Islam will succeed, or infidelity," he said in a nationwide radio address.

"Yes, means Islam. No means going back to the pre-Islamic era in our country."

But ethnic and religious minorities remain leery, fearing domination by Khomeini's conservative Shiite Moslem sect, which has called for a boycott of the voting. His spokesmen say the referendum "aims an Islamic republic" down their throats.

Armed members of one of the dissident ethnic groups, the Turkomans, rebelled in north-east Iran this week, and government negotiators yesterday were struggling to end the bloody fighting. Officials said government troops had moved into the city of Gonbad-e-Qabusi, focus of the rebellion.

Rebellious Kurdish tribesmen of western Iran, like the Turkomans seeking greater autonomy from Tehran, barred government forces for several days before a truce took effect last week.

Religious leaders expect an easy victory. They say, in fact, that anything less than 80 percent approval would be a disappoinment to Khomeini. There has been no visible campaign to vote against an Islamic republic.

All Iranians above the age of 16 are eligible to vote—a total of some 18.7 million—and government officials say they expect about 12 million to do so.

Deputy Prime Minister Abass Amr Entezan said yesterday that a simple majority vote will be required to establish an Islamic republic. If a majority is not achieved, he said, another alternative will be offered to the public in a later referendum.

If the proposition is approved, a draft constitution for the country will be released to the public, he said. A constituent assembly would then be elected and meet within 30 to 50 days to approve the final draft.

But the draft constitution have not been fully disclosed. But government officials have said it provides for a single chamber Parliament, a president as chief executive and equal rights for minorities and women.

Many religious leaders expect a kind of religious body to be established in the new republic to supervise the government.

The new republic's legal framework is expected to adhe to the system of justice prescribed in the Moslem holy book the Koran—a system many in the West consider harsh. Some worry also a severe restoration of Islamic principles will lead to the restricted role accorded women in Moslem tradition.

Food sales managers meet to discuss Reid's power to ban non-food items

by Neill O'Brien

The problem of hall food sales selling non-food items and various problems encountered by all food sales were the topics discussed last night in the Flanner pit during the first meeting of the Notre Dame Hall food sales managers.

The fourteen managers present at the meeting questioned Student Activities Director John Reid's power to ban the sale of non-food items at hall food sales, as he did recently with Flanner Hall's sale of Playboy and Penthouse magazines.

According to Flanner Hall food sales manager Tony Roberts, "the recent Playboy and Penthouse scandal has gotten the students aroused."

Reid's recent ban of magazine sales at hall food sales was based on the ten-year history of Notre Dame hall food sales. According to this tradition, anything that is not food cannot be sold; however, there is no enforced rule prohibiting their sales.

The only penalty that could be imposed would be a $50 fine, along with a subsequent trip to see Dean O'Meara, for violating the merchandizing policy, but Reid has not been judging food sales by the merchandizing policy.

Unlike other halls, Flanner has suspended the sale of non-food items immediately after Reid's ban. However, Roberts said, "at the earliest possible date, I will reinstate the practice of selling magazines, cigarettes, and any other articles that I should deem to be of service to the residents of Flanner Hall."

According to Roberts, these actions will be taken in conjunction with other dorms, which will follow with similar actions. Roberts is encouraging the rest of the halls to join the five halls currently selling non-food items, even something as token as ping pong balls.

Currently, Dillon Hall is selling shampoo, soap, cigarettes, toothbrushes and toothpaste. According to Roberts, food sales are "doing a service to the students" and should be allowed as well as other products that are necessary to the students.

In reference to magazine sales, Roberts would like the halls to supply something as simple as fashion magazines for girls' dorms and sports magazines for guys' dorms. Roberts would like the hall managers to let Reid make the first move, and as far as his own food sales are concerned, "just do it."

The bulk of the meeting was taken up with a discussion of the numerous problems affecting most food sales and their remedies. The managers exchanged operating and buying procedures, surveyed prices, profits, and promotions. The majority of the problems had to do with the suppliers; mainly, infrequent deliveries. It was proposed that the managers meet regularly to discuss problems and attempt to improve food sales campus-wide. Besides the regular meetings, they would also like to form their own food sales managers club, which would provide a channel for communication and improve service.

Pullappilly edits book series

Cyril K. Pullappilly, associate professor of history at Saint Mary's College, is general editor of a new series of interdisciplinary studies entitled Europe and the Middle East, to be published by Crazz Bros. of New York.

Pullappilly is also editor of the first volume of the series, East and West in the Renaissance, which will be published this month.

In addition, Pullappilly is serving as special editor of the section in the series falling under the general heading of Europe and South Asia.

Pullappilly is a native of Kerala, India. He received his bachelor's degree from St. Thomas College and his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago.

He has taught at Illinois State University, Normal and Middlebury College, VT. He has been a member of the Saint Mary's faculty since 1970.

MARCH 30-31
HEARTSFIELD
NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
129 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
BEND PLAZA
80-30
30,129-1979
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ON RIVER BEND PLAZA
DOWNTOWN SOUTH BEND
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ND community, including rec­ tors and representatives from student government, to discuss the new residences.

O'Meara said that the dorms would definitely not be high­ rises. McKenna noted that student feedback was, in general, against the idea of more high-rises being built.

With the June 1 deadline for the loan from the U.S. Depart­ ment of Housing and Urban Development for planning quickly, the proposal is listed as a high priority.

O'Meara declined to discuss specific details on many issues, including the progress of the architectural design of the new dorms, he did say that he was confident that the plans for the dorms would be ready by the June 1 deadline.

Across the street on Prayor and College Streets, a man with a child in a stroller and a woman in a wheelchair with a dog on a leash looked forward as the guests arrived.

A sign outside the door read: "South Bend, the last place I expected to be."

The site of the construction of the new art gallery, stark in winter, will soon be bustling with activity. (Photo by Tracy Jane McAuliffe)
Richfield discusses Golden Age of Socrates

Concerning farm laborers

Committee to distribute fact sheet

Carter, Kahn criticize profits
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James M. Redfield of the University of Chicago spoke on "Socratic Education" Wednesday night as part of the American Civil Society Lecture Series.

The lecture opened with his theory of education. "Education can be said to consist of four different areas: socialization, schooling, apprenticeship, and initiation," explained Redfield. "Education, being so structured, implies that the social system is immutable and therefore the individual must learn to conform to society."

He continued by saying that education and a system of values, together with evaluation of the two, brings about the development of culture. Thus education is "a process of cultural propagation."

Moving back historically, Redfield spoke of the Golden Age, in which Socrates lived, as being relived in our time. "It was a period characterized by disorientation and anxiety. The values system became problematic and clutural was in the process of being demystified."

Redfield feels this implies that we do not know how to live, but we are in the process of learning.

Of Socrates, Redfield said his dialectical method proved to be "a sophisticated form of teasing...in order to make the audience do what he could use what the Greeks called sophistikion."

"It is a type of refutation used in logic," Redfield pointed out that his famous observation of the "charm of ignorance, but being conversation in the audience."

With that comment, he managed to provoke practical laughter from the audience.

At the end of the lecture he tried to make a distinction between higher education and just education. In higher education "the thing itself and how life becomes a way of life."

Redfield boasts an impressive background, including previous speakers in other areas of teaching. The Quan-

trew Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching was awarded to him in 1965. He is presently teaching at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, where he obtained his B.A. and Ph.D.

Got the March Blahs?
Do Something Different!

Farmers Market Trip
• visit Farmers’ Market
t• see Park Ave.
• tour a local farm!
Leave Library Circle 9:00 A.M.
Return 12:00 P.M.
Saturday Morning March 31st $1.00
A few tickets left
Sponsored by Center for Experiential Learning
Pick up tickets at LaFortune Center, Student Activities
Friday afternoon 2:00-4:00 P.M.

Carter, Kahn criticize profits

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter and members of his administration criticized excessive profits and the profits that flow from them yesterday, but said increased profits are desirable on most occasions. The administration also decided to tighten a provision of its price guidelines to make it more difficult for businesses to automatically raise prices to offset higher costs.

"We have been a bit too fair," said prices analyst Alfred Kahn, the administration's chief inflation adviser. Kahn abruptly walked out during an appearance before the National Association of Manufac-

turers after his remarks were criticized by the head of the business group.

And at a White House meet-

ning with a group of business leaders, Carter made his own concern about profits that result from excessively high prices.

Corporate profits were made an issue by the administration after profits increased 26.4 percent in the quarter ending March 31 over the same quarter of 1978. In the fourth quarter that was in the fourth quarter that the administration's new anti-inflation program got underway.

Carter said he has "no averiance as a businessman...to high profits."

But he added that "when those high profits are based on excessive prices, in an era of very high inflation, then that's something we cannot voluntarily accommodate, and we're going to stress economic growth within the bounds that we've established for ourselves to restrain those excessively high prices."

The voluntary price guidelines line is aimed at holding price increases to one-half of a percent less than the average price increases of the previous two years.

In his speech to the ma-

nufacturers association, Kahn said remarks made two weeks ago were intended to be within the bounds that we've set for ourselves to restrain those excessively high prices.

The voluntary price guidelines are meant to be an issue by the administration after profits increased 26.4 percent in the quarter ending March 31 over the same quarter of 1978. In the fourth quarter that the administration's new anti-inflation program got underway.

Carter said he has "no averiance as a businessman...to high profits."

But he added that "when those high profits are based on excessive prices, in an era of very high inflation, then that's something we cannot voluntarily accommodate, and we're going to stress economic growth within the bounds that we've established for ourselves to restrain those excessively high prices."

The voluntary price guidelines line is aimed at holding price increases to one-half of a percent less than the average price increases of the previous two years.

"The faculty is being ap-

proached because we want to have a referendum on this issue," Huber explained. Another member of the committee suggested that his words be used to take to the students.

The committee hopes to gain 45000 signatures for a boycott of Nestles and Campbells products during the summer semester proposed as an alternative to a campus-wide referendum seeking support for the boycott. Nestles and Campbells are not paying the union pledge forms were made at the meeting.

Copies of these pledges, which include names, addresses of local farms, and signatures, will be mailed to the two corporations.

The committee will meet next Tuesday in LaFortune to discuss the referendum and alternatives to the boycott.
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J-coordinator searches for executive staffers

By Rosemary Maltt
Editor-in-Chief

"The task of a Judicial Coordinator is not a one-man job," according to Jim O'Hare, a newly elected Coordinator. For that reason, O'Hare is currently accepting applications for the Judicial Council Executive Staff.

The Student Government constitution, the Judicial Council serves as chairman of the Council and is responsible for the publicizing of University rules, regulations and disciplinary procedures. It is also the job of the Council to provide assistance to students accused of violating these rules and regulations.

The constitution grants the Coordinator permission to choose "subordinates" to assist him. According to O'Hare, five general areas can be administered to by an executive staff.

One of these needs, O'Hare said, is "an armory of sorts." The Executive Secretary would schedule Council meetings, keep minutes and plan agendas.

A second area which calls for an executive aide O'Hare believes is "administration and education." O'Hare stated that he did not believe students were aware of what O'Hare really says regarding rules and regulations. He plans to continue the current Council's efforts to acquaint students with University regulations and student rights through posters and expliations of the Council which contain the rules.

"A third aide," O'Hare continued, "would handle the by-laws of the Judicial Council and answer questions from students on changing in duece and with questions regarding the constitution. Also under the aide is the interpretation of the constitution, and the responsibility of the Judicial Council to resolve the points in question.

The organization and running of student workshops and special programs justify the need for a fourth aide. O'Hare said. He commented that a judicial workshop this year was a great success in assisting the J-boards and he would like to plan at least one more of these workshops.

Lastly, O'Hare explained the need for an assistant to work on individual cases. According to O'Hare, this would include providing information and counsel to the student in addition to investigating the case.

"It is important to get a good staff," O'Hare stressed. "Experience would be helpful, but in some cases enthusiasm might be more important. Any help as all would be welcome, even to those doctors want to apply for a position."

O'Hare explained that the five areas listed are general needs and do not define the number of available positions. "There are five areas," he said, "and some of these could be combined. The more people involved in the judicial procedure, the better it is for the students and for the University," he concluded.
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Student government seeks applicants for positions

by Pam Degnan
Staff Reporter

Applications for nine Saint Mary's Student Government positions are being accepted beginning Monday until Monday, April 2, 1979. Student Body President-elect said yesterday.

Appointments to each position must be approved by the Student Government electoral board. This board is composed of the Student Body president, SBP-elect, vice-president of Academic Affairs, vice president of Student Affairs, the difference in their circumstances, and each of the nine present positions open in the Student Government.

A tree on South Quad is the perfect hiding place for a bicycle. But these students noticed something out of place. (Photo by Tracey Jane McCallum)

Society elects business students

Sixty-two students from the College of Business Administration and two members of the College's Advisory Council were elected to membership in the Indiana Chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma last night at an initiation banquet held in the ACC's Monogram Room, according to club president Patrick Mason.

Beta Gamma Sigma is a national honor society for students of business administration.

Stephen J. Griffin, president and chief operating officer of The Gillette Company, was the guest speaker at the dinner. Griffin emphasized the international aspects of business calling upon his experience as president of Gillette International and the Board of Directors of the National Foreign Trade Council and the World Affairs Council.

Griffin and Richard A. Roncinhal, chairman of the Board of St. Joseph Bank and Trust Company in South Bend, were elected to honorary membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. Both were presented certificates and official keys of the society on the basis of their outstanding contributions to the areas of business, education and community development.

Beta Gamma Sigma was founded in 1919 to encourage and reward scholarship and accomplishments in the field of business studies, to promote advancement of education in the science of business and to fosser principles of honesty and integrity in business practices.

The THE SECRETS OF FATIMA

a 13-part T.V. series

In a series of apparitions to three young shepherds, Fatima is said to have appeared on certain conditions, that the world will be granted to mankind.

WNDU-TV, Ch. 16
Every Sunday at 9am through Sunday, April 22

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The scholarship includes full tuition, lab expenses, incidental fees, a reimbursement for textbooks, and $100 a month tax free.

How do you qualify? You must have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate work remaining, and the ability to serve your nation at least four years as an Air Force officer. Selected students are available to students who can qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those who are majoring in selected technical and nontechnical academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree areas. Non-scholarship students in the Air Force ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 monthly tax free allowance just like the scholarship students. Find out today about a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force Way of life. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details.

CONTACT CAPTAIN DAVIS OR CAPTAIN NORRIS
283-6634

AIR FORCE
ROTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

The Off-Campus Commissioner represents the views and concerns of off-campus and day students. The Off-Campus Social Relations Commissioner deals directly with various Notre Dame organizations.

The Student Government operations the development of campus museums. One reason an important goal of this position would be to introduce late night masses in many dorms, according to Trigiani.

'Tm really looking forward to a successful term, and with the desire to do public Relations Commissioner, dealing closely with the Observer, is responsible for releasing all public announcements.

The Secretary would schedule Council meetings, keep minutes and plan agendas. He commented that a judicial assistant to this would include answering questions from students on changing in duece and with questions regarding the constitution. Also under the aide is the interpretation of the constitution, and the responsibility of the Judicial Council to resolve the points in question.

"A third aide," O'Hare continued, "would handle the by-laws of the Judicial Council and answer questions from students on changing in duece and with questions regarding the constitution. Also under the aide is the interpretation of the constitution, and the responsibility of the Judicial Council to resolve the points in question.

The organization and running of student workshops and special programs justify the need for a fourth aide. O'Hare said. He commented that a judicial workshop this year was a great success in assisting the J-boards and he would like to plan at least one more of these workshops.

Lastly, O'Hare explained the need for an assistant to work on individual cases. According to O'Hare, this would include providing information and counsel to the student in addition to investigating the case.

"It is important to get a good staff," O'Hare stressed. "Experience would be helpful, but in some cases enthusiasm might be more important. Any help as all would be welcome, even to those doctors want to apply for a position."

O'Hare explained that the five areas listed are general needs and do not define the number of available positions. "There are five areas," he said, "and some of these could be combined. The more people involved in the judicial procedure, the better it is for the students and for the University," he concluded.
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"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
Deliberately set fires injure 13, drive 2,000 into streets

BOSTON (AP) - A spate of deliberately set fires at two of Boston's poshest hotels seriously injured 13 people and drove almost 2,000 into the streets early yesterday. Authorities said the fires were linked, and hotel keepers worried about an arsonist on the loose.

Kevin H. White said authorities were checking several leads, including the possibility that someone might have had a grudge against one or both hotels.

And fire officials said they were investigating three other Gaston-managed managers of the Sheraton Boston, one of the hotels, for failing to sound an alarm after the fires broke out there.

Sheraton officials declined immediate comment.

Throughout Boston, hotels organized arson patrols and put on extra guards. Fire officials said they were trying to figure out the motive behind the fires, which caused an estimated $750,000 damage.

The first group of fires erupted at 1:04 a.m. at the chic Copley Plaza and the second group about an hour and a half later two blocks away at the Sheraton Boston, a 29-story convention hotel.

"We talked to the management of the two hotels, and they didn't know of any motive, such as revenge," said Fire Capt. John Collins. "They didn't receive any threats, and there were no calls afterward claiming credit. So the motive at this point is a mystery."

"I think it was more than happenstance," he said. "I think the person or persons who set the first fire also set the second one."

About 65 people were treated for burns, cuts and smoke inhalation.

Fire Commissioner George Paul said a silent alarm rang properly at fire department headquarters and at the front desk of the Sheraton. But a hotel employee failed to ring a general alarm throughout the building.

"The information we have now indicates the possibility of a violation of law on the part of the hotel management," Paul said. "The alarm system was not disabled. It was a human error why the alarm failed to go off."

Paul said the case had been turned over to the district attorney and to city lawyers. Conviction could mean a 2 1/2-year jail sentence and a $10,000 fine.

Firemen said fires were scattered around the lower floors of the two hotels. At the seven-story Copley Plaza fire­fighters found four in the basement, one on the first floor where drapes were ignited - and one on the third floor. At the Sheraton, there were three on the third floor and one in a second-floor restaurant near a closet containing electrical and telephone equipment. Officials said the fire there knocked out the hotel's phones and cut power to some floors.

Damage was estimated at $500,000 at the Copley, which was housing 450 guests, and $250,000 at the Sheraton, where about 1,400 people were registered.

ND hosts 'Discovery Program'

The University of Notre Dame will offer a two-week "Careers Discovery Program in Architecture" for high school juniors, seniors and graduates from July 23 to August 3.

The program, which won the Innovative Programming Award for 1977 from the National American Association of Summer Schools, describes the nature and historical development of architecture and the kinds of opportunities, responsibilities and skills involved in contemporary practice.

Students will attend information sessions, a postcard workshop, and participate in a design studio. The tightly-structured program also includes social and athletic activities. Further information is available from Robert L. Amico, chairman and professor of Architecture, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556, 219/283-6137.

S.U. selects new steering committee for 1979-'80

by Kathy Connelly
Senior Copy Editor

The Student Union Steering Committee was chosen last night during a brief meeting of 1979-1980 commissioners and Student Union Director appointee Tom Hamel.

S.U. director, Hamel is automatically a member of the committee as is Comproller Rick Pinkink. The other members of the five-member commission are: Tim Coughlin, social commis­sioner; Nancy Russel, Academic commissioner; and Curt Henth, Services commissioner. Joanne Dowd, associate di­rector, will serve as secretary for the group. Traditionally, the associate director has been included on the committee as a non-voting member. According to Hamel, the Board of Com­missioners is considering endors­ing a constitutional amend­ment that would allow the associate director to become a voting member.

"We are very pleased with the results and look forward to a productive year," Hamel said.

The Steering Committee is responsible for Student Union budget approval, nominations for officers, and election procedures and general Student Union policy.

Summer Jobs in DETROIT

Those from the area who are interested in locating a summer job thru the Alumni Club, please send a postcard with your name, Address and Phone (campus) and area interest and past experi­ence.

Paul Grzybowski
806 St. Louis
South Bend, 46617

Summer Jobs in DETROIT

Those from the area who are interested in locating a summer job thru the Alumni Club, please send a postcard with your name, Address and Phone (campus) and area interest and past experi­ence.

Paul Grzybowski
806 St. Louis
South Bend, 46617

K of C plans disco dance

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor a disco dance tonight at the Knights of Columbus Hall from 9 p.m.-2 a.m. The event will feature continuous music and a light show.

Refreshments will be served.

Admission charge is $1. Questions may be referred to Ann­ette Sis at 6735 or Mike Gilroy at 7018.

"If you don't care, they still had a great time," he said. Contaminated water vapor from the floor of a cooling building adjacent to the shut­down reactor has expected to continue entering the atmos­phere until all the water is Pumped out.

Despite the forebodings of Stenglass and others, officials of Metropolitan Edison co., which operates the plant on an is­land in the Susquehanna River about 10 miles southeast of Harri­sburg, said there was no danger to the public.

As for Stenglass' comment, Dick Miller, a company spokes­man, said, "We don't consider that a safety statement. It's kind of far out."

Joseph Hendrie, chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Com­mission, said at a congressional briefing yesterday that the radiation outside the borders of the plant was far below that considered a hazard to public health. But he added, "it is not a level I think we ought to take casually."

Hendrie and other federal officials told the congressman that there is not evidence the malfunction was a design prob­lem that would show up in other reactors.

John G. Herbein, vice presi­dent of generation for Metro­politan Edison, said, "We didn't injure anybody, we didn't overexpose anybody, and we certainly didn't kill anybody. The radiation off site was absolutely minuscule."

Herbein said radiation read­ings indicate the level of expo­sure ranges from up to 20 milliradians an hour at the site to as much as seven milliradians in nearby towns. This is much less than what a person gets in a chest X-ray.

"There is no danger to the public," he said. But nuclear critics attacked the commission's no-danger posi­tion.

... Waste

(continued from page 1) tion levels at the Harrisburg airport yesterday morning, 12 miles from the plant site, and found them 13 times greater than normal background radia­tion.

However, Gallina disputed that claim. "Any comparison between levels of fallout from a bomb is totally erroneous," he said.

"I think the person or persons who set the first fire also set the second one," he said.»
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BULLA SHED
5:15 mass and supper
This Friday and Every Friday

ORIENTAL EXPRESS
featuring:
cantonese, chinese, vietnamese and
american dishes—prepared fresh in
the ORIENTAL TRADITION
CARRY OUT — DINE IN
Phone 272-6702
115 Dixieway N. (US 31 North)
Chop Suey Special!!
$2.75 every Monday

While some students struggle to keep dry, others don’t mind the wet. To each his own...

(Photograph by Tracy Jane McNeill)

SMC class, hall elections approach

Candidates interested in hall positions must run on a president-vice president ticket. Available class positions include: president, vice president, secretary and treasurer. All candidates must run on a full ticket.

The Student Assembly is comprised of one representative at every 100 students in a hall and an off-campus representative. The allotment for representative positions for each hall are: five for LeMans, four for Holy Cross, three for Regina, three for McCandless, and one for off-campus students.

Augusta Hall is now in the process of changing their governmental policies; therefore nominations will not be accepted at this time.

Nominations open on Sunday at midnight and close Thursday, April 5 at midnight. Candidates must submit only their names to election commissionaries Carl Troostdale at 3070 or Noreen Bracken at 3419.

Students may begin campaigning April 5 at midnight through April 18.

A mandatory meeting for all candidates is set for 7 p.m. for office will be held Monday at 7 p.m. in the Regina North forum. Details of campaigning and election rules will be discussed at this time.

Candidates may hold a public forum by immediately contacting Trousdale or Bracken for further information.

Soviet mass-media undergoes changes to gain more attention

MOSCOW (AP) — In the wake of pointed criticism by President Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Soviet Union’s government-controlled newspapers, radio and television are undergoing changes aimed at grabbing the attention of readers, listeners, and viewers.

By Western standards, the changes—ranging from a new nationwide television program on foreign affairs to modernized layout of newspaper pages—appear relatively modest.

However, they are major steps in this country, where for decades the news media have been distinguished largely by stodginess and tedious rivers of official propaganda.

In his unusually tough criticism, on Nov. 27, Brezhnev asserted that Soviet media have failed to provide "enough principles, major statements touching on urgent problems of economic and social life."

He told the Communist Party’s Central Committee that "not infrequently, newspaper materials and television and radio broadcasts are not convincing enough...They are overburdened with general phrases which say nothing to the mind or the heart."

Brezhnev was particularly hard on coverage of foreign news.

"It is high time to make reporting on international affairs prompter, more understandable and more concrete," he declared.

"International commentaries should follow, as they say, hot on the heels of events and sum them up. Without that, there is a repetition of accepted truth, but in-depth and well-argued analysis of the facts of international life."

Within three weeks after the speech, changes began to appear. So far they have included:

1. A new television program, "Today in the World," broadcast Monday through Friday evenings in two separate 15-minute editions. It is devoted to foreign news and comment.

[continued on page 19]

Rev. Barbour to lecture on inner city

The Rev. Claude Marie Barbour, a SMC alumnus, will lecture on "Inner-City Problems and How Students Can Help" this afternoon at 3:30 in the conference room of Keenan Hall. The talk is sponsored by the Center for Experiential Learning and is open to the public.

Announcing the First Annual River City Records

'SULTANS OF SPRING'
Midnight Madness - $1.00 off and
April Fool’s Weekend Sale!

This weekend River City Records, with Michiana’s largest record & tape selection, will have the largest record & tape sale in Michiana history!

ALL ALBUMS, 8 TRACKS &
CASSETTES $1.00 OFF NO LIMIT

open 10:00am to midnight Thursday, Friday & Saturday
10-10 Sunday
* WRBR Remote Broadcasts
* Free pinball
* Concert Ticket Giveaways
* Movie Pass giveaways
* Poster giveaways
* Submachine Sandwich Prizes
* Album giveaways
* Free Poly Liners

River City Records
50970 US 31 North 3 miles north of campus
277-4242
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**KING’S CONVENIENCE STORES ONLY - 4 LOCATIONS**

- 1725 N. IROWOOD
- 2934 E. MCKINLEY
- 1425 MISHAWAKA AVE.
- 4401 S. MICHIGAN

**GOEBEL'S** $4.99
- BUSCH 24 loose 12 oz. Cans $5.99
- MILLER'S 24 loose 12 oz. Cans $6.79
- FALSTAFF 24 Loose 12 oz. Cans $7.79
- MILLER 24 Loose 12 oz. Cans $7.99
- BLATZ 24 Loose Cans, 12-oz. $7.99
- OLD MILWAUKEE 24 Loose Cans, 12-oz. $7.99
- BUDWEISER 24 Loose Cans, $8.99

**PABST** $5.59
- 24 loose 12-oz. cans

**MILLER LITE** $5.99
- 24 loose 12-oz. cans

**BUDWEISER** $6.09
- 24 loose 12-oz. cans

**FALSTAFF** Don’t be fooled by 11 oz. 69c. $4.99

**STROH’S** $5.79

**HAMM’S** $5.99

**BLATZ** $5.99

**OLD MILWAUKEE** $5.79

**MILLER** $6.79

**OLYMPIA** $6.99

**SCHLITZ** $5.99

**BUSCH** $5.99

**GIN**
- Bacardi $4.38
- Beefeater $4.38
- Bush’s High & Dry $4.78
- Canadian $4.78
- Canada Dry $4.58
- Firestone’s Golden $4.78
- Geiders $1.75 $1.04
- Galliano $4.78
- Seagram’s $1.48
- Smirnoff $1.58
- Walker’s Crystall Palace $1.75 $1.58

**SCOTCH**
- Ballantine $6.59
- Black & White $5.79
- Johnnie Walker (Blk) $6.59
- Cutty Sark $6.59
- Dewar’s $6.59
- Grant MacNab $6.59
- James & York $6.59
- J & B $7.25
- Johnnie Walker Black $7.25
- Johnnie Walker Red $7.25
- MacKinzie’s $7.25
- Teacher’s $6.59
- Vodka $6.59

**VODKA**
- Stoli $3.25
- Jagermeister $3.25
- Smirnoff $3.25
- Smirnoff’s $3.25
- Kahlua $3.25
- Galliano $3.25
- Drambuie $3.25
- Galliano’s $3.25

**BLENDED WHISKEY**
- Covert’s $4.78
- Jim Beam $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78
- Jim Beam’s $4.78

**CANADIAN WHISKEY**
- Black Velvet $8.08
- Canadian Club $7.78
- Crown Royal $7.78
- Jameson’s $7.78
- J & B $7.78
- J & B $7.78
- J & B $7.78
- J & B $7.78

**BRANDY/COGNAC**
- Christian Brox $6.80
- Christmas V.S. $6.80
- Christmas V.S. $6.80
- Christmas V.S. $6.80
- Christmas V.S. $6.80

**3% OFF ON MOST LIQUOR CASES**
10% OFF ON MOST WINE CASES

KING’S CELLAR

**WHO IS CHEAPER? WE ARE!**

**BEER**

Spring Is Here!.. We Have The Cheapest Beer!
This week only, while supplies last

GOEBELS By Four 12 oz. $4.99

PABST 24 loose $5.59

MILLER LITE 24 loose $5.99

BUDWEISER 24 loose $6.09
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- Walker’s Crystall Palace $1.75 $1.58

**CORDIAL/LIQUORS**
- Amaro Di San Biagio $3.99
- Amaro di San Biagio $3.99
- Galliano $3.99
- Irish Nectar $3.99
- Southern Comfort $3.99
- Tuaca $3.99
- Tavolo $3.99

**TEQUILA**
- Anejo Cabo $1.99
- Jose Cuervo $1.99
- Jose Cuervo $1.99
- Jose Cuervo $1.99

**RUM**
- BACARDI $1.75
- Bacardi $1.75
- Bacardi $1.75
- Bacardi $1.75

**BOURBON**
- Anejo Aged $1.99
- Beans $1.99
- Beans $1.99
- Beans $1.99
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254 DIXIEWAY NORTH ROSELAND

Monday thru Thursday

9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 9 A.M. to 11 P.M.

PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
The homosexual lifestyle and its impact on society

Editorials

Are parietals insignificant?

The Observer This is the final column in a series dealing with the topic of homosexuality and the gay lifestyle. The author, a member of the Gay Students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's (GSND-SM), an organization currently seeking official recognition from the University.

Much can be said on the matter of gay rights, much more has been said on the previous articles and on many television programs. But even if all the facts are brought out, all the arguments are heard and the great political minds understand the gay cause, the question still remains: What will all this mean in the future? Will all the forces of our world be destroyed? Might not our society topple under such 'sneaking of the masses'?

The gay issue is such a controversial one because it goes beyond class, race, and even national boundaries. The homo­sexual community and its allies can find a common point to work around, but within this we must be aware of those cases in which we are not able to understand the gay cause, the question still remains: What will all this mean in the future? Will all the forces of our world be destroyed? Might not our society topple under such 'sneaking of the masses'?

Tactics imply weaknesses

Tactics are a reflection of the overall viewpoint on the issue. The recent editorial statement from the University of Notre Dame and the HPC earlier in the semeseter expressed some dissatisfaction with the ineffectiveness of parietals policy. It seems that 85 percent of the student body has been affected by the parietals rule, with absolutely no result. The administrative action is not totally at fault, though it has often been an easy target for student demonstration. It is true that administrators have been less than sympathetic toward the issue. But it is also true that students have too often registered vague complaints, without taking positive action.

The constructive action that Notre Dame has taken against parietals is a major step in a positive direction. The efforts of a select few students have accomplished little in the area of parietals; and a great deal more work is necessary.

The recent editorial statement, "Are parietals insignificant?" proposes an argument which can be summed up in one question: 'Is the parietals issue really an insignificant one? It occurred to me, at my father's death, that it is probably the most significant issue (as well as the one most often discussed) on this campus. At first, I learned, for example, that parietals policy indicates to me that it is probably the most significant issue as well as the most often discussed on this campus. At first, I learned, for example, that
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**The empowerment process**

The history of the migrant farmworker in the U.S. until the past decade could be summarized in one word: 'powerlessness.' Unprotected by the law, ignored by the authorities and society as a whole, and marginalized from the rest of Americans, these people have traditionally been unable to break out of the cycle of poverty. In the last ten years, however, there have been some changes. Farmworker movements across the country have been organized and are able to make headway in the long struggle for equal rights.

One such farmworker movement is the Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) which has been working in the Midwest for the past ten years. Supported by numerous religious, civic, and labor organizations including the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops and the Campaign for Human Development, FLOC has organized a strong farmworkers' union in northwestern Ohio.

Thousands of farmworkers come to northwestern Ohio each summer to harvest the tomato crop. Wages are very low and housing conditions are well below standard levels. But FLOC has learned over the years that the immediate employers of the farmworkers, the growers, are not in any position to dominate the people among them. The real power lies with the canners who control the number of acres of tomatoes grown and the price paid to the growers. Significant changes in the farmworkers' situation can therefore result only from direct negotiations with the canners. For this reason, FLOC has decided to confront Libby's and Campbell's, two of the largest canning operations in the area, through a farmworkers' strike in the tomato fields this summer. By going through a national consumers' boycott of all Campbell and Libby (including Nestle, parent company to Libby's) products.

Empowerment of the powerless is the aim of the Ohio Farmworkers' Support Committee. If you hope you choose to participate in this empowerment process, for in doing so, you can both give power to others and gain potential in your individual action. Social injustices can only be corrected with the help of the powerless. The Ohio Farmworkers' Support Committee is trying to deal with injustices in the tomato fields and we urge the Notre Dame community to join us in our efforts.

This spring, the Ohio Farmworkers' Support Committee hopes to give Notre Dame students the chance to support the farmworker movement through a student referendum calling for a boycott of Campbell, Libby, and Nestle products. In the fall we can be a student body to decide whether or not we would like our university to openly support the Ohio farmworkers in their efforts to negotiate with the growers and the canners. When Notre Dame students make up their minds, we hope our university will consider the facts about the Ohio farmworkers' situation carefully and to take action to remedy an unjust situation.

Mary Hauley, Anne B. Huber, and the Ohio Farmworkers' Support Committee

---

**Long-term gas loans**

Art Buchwald

If any mass media enterprise is to be successful, it must mold its material to the audience's desires. Mcnews, 1979, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

---

**Blaming the arts, instead of society**

Don Kreitz
Features

Photography Exhibition

James Hofman

The Senior Art Festival's photo exhibit is a good chance for many "non-art major" photographers to display their uses of the tool of photography. The manipulation of the medium changes greatly when one is not pointing the camera instead of an art major. It is truly outstanding how many art majors and diversify the shows' content greatly. Whether it is for better or worse, it is now a good time to not to harp too long on the photography's lack of background. I believe some of the better works come from an accounting and an architecture student.

There are not only standpiece in the show. There is also a photography exhibit which contain such continuity to determine the show. As is with the case with Michael Hinken, who is displaying a series of candid portraits from Rome that really reach an "inner identity."

Milton Nascimento--"Jungle Fever" Honzon

Milton Nascimento is one of those rare-earth album producers of the decade._
nothing more than Roberts' vocals in all their softness and sensitivity sung with a similar acoustic background. It's a simple song, and it beautifully elaborate because of its fine features.

This is one of those "Best Of" that have been mentioned by the radio in the last few months. An example of the great beauty of the song Rick Roberts is flying in the studio. He had done the song "a better time than now to get acquainted with the outstanding singer-songwriters of the decade.

"Promenade"

Here is a man whose musical talents are WELL known. Vocalists of the Fender, the Beatles, and Gilbert O'Sullivan, with a touch of Jose Greco interested in the band there for a while. The Daysong is a hit in the United Kingdom and the United States.

Paula Roberts--"The Best Of Paula Roberts" A&M SP 4744

In case you've forgotten, the album notes refresh your memory. Rick Roberts and Paula Roberts are gems, from "Wednesday," with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers and with the Flying Burrito Brothers.

This LP is a compilation of his best material, with backups by Jack Jackson through the studio in Los Angeles, and David Crosby, to name a few. The songs on the album, from "Wednesday," are gems, and they keep the listener interested in the album. The road song that makes you almost feel the first breath of air in your lungs is "Without a Trace." It's a great song that says it all.

Non-country rock fans will love the piano riff and Rick's artistry. What she is "She Made Me Love My Blues" and the urban-country sound of "She Is a Roman Beggar."

Neil Larsen--"Jungle Fever" Honzon

Neil Larsen is one of those rare-earth album producers of the decade._

Nascimento begins this piece with his forte and parser's backgrounds, which is a real surprise to many "non-art major" photographers. There is an urban jazz sound, and a beautiful little church in the town, very modernistic in style, within view of the Pompeii home. Most of the pain in Mexican-American and a wonderful picture of it, full of warmth and friendship, in this song. The song is written in a funny, parodic way, with the lyrics "tossed at a hotbox" at which time the visual art show will open at 7:30 p.m.

Cindy McKiel

Album Review

Cindy McKiel


Up to March 1979, the contest is open to all citizens of the United States. Entries must be submitted by March 31, 1979 to qualify. A $50 fourth place. Five entries will be accepted. These should be permanently mounted on an eight by ten" mat. Art entries can be in any medium including pencil, charcoal, sculpture, lithographs, collages, and drawings.

COLUMBIA, S.C.--American Literary and Creative Arts Associates, Inc., is sponsoring national contests for amateur poets, prose writers, photographers and artists. These should be at least 16" X 20", and not smaller than 8" X 10". Each work must be submitted with a title page and may be entered. These should be permanently mounted on an eight by ten" mat. Art entries can be in any medium including pencil, charcoal, sculpture, lithographs, collages, and drawings.

Contestants should fill out the form of entry for each contest. A title of work on each page of poetry and prose must be submitted. These should be permanently mounted on an eight by ten" mat. Art entries can be in any medium including pencil, charcoal, sculpture, lithographs, collages, and drawings.

Entry forms are available at American Literary and Creative Arts Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 26141, Columbia, South Carolina 29221. An entry fee of $1.00 is required for each set of entries. The contest deadline is April 1, 1980. Entries must be postmarked by March 31, 1979. A $50. fourth place. Five entries will be accepted. These should be permanently mounted on an eight by ten" mat. Art entries can be in any medium including pencil, charcoal, sculpture, lithographs, collages, and drawings.

Deadline March 31

Cultural Arts Contest

Andy Sudow Chronicle

Matthew Miceli, C.S.C.

Editor's Note:
The Agriculture article was recently brought to my attention by a resident of Green County. I would like to share one man's view of the events following Andy's death, here is his story about attending the Senior Art Festival's "Cultural Arts Contest".

As I write this, I had to make a choice with you and with the Saturday's program members of Cultural Arts Contest upon his return home for the show. By the way, a fine example of an exhibition of "jobber man" was on display at the show. In fact, I was not surprised to see the crockery were already in bloom. Spring comes early in Idaho.

Another interesting aspect of the area that I was almost totally flat for miles and miles. The horizon was visible on all sides just like on the ocean. There were very few veens to block the view and no stands of woods to speak of. The only thing that would have made a good break arc was the field highway going to the city of the Senior Art Festival.

The funeral services, held Monday, marked the first time that people pasado the little Catholic Church. I believed the Mass of the "Roman Beggar." The service was assisted by the local clergy--both Catholic and Protestant. The ceremony would have liked to mention how helpful and kind the Protestant clergy were to us. It was a touching and emotional service.

The other classmate of Bernadette Young, one of the outstanding nature photographs, said an "awful" with the Jerusalem school of photography was showing a group of excellent situation photographing themselves well to many interpretation. Not having the room to list all the other photographers and their work, I shall just mention a few other outstanding pieces. Ray Rafter gets the award for "giving away what may be the only thing reputable in talking into their studio." With this shot showing a small figure walking, a before a caledar. "O..." Patrick Mike Nascimento is doing an "astonishing quality photos from Yosmeite, and at least something of the outstanding singer-songwriters of the decade.

It's a simple song, and it beautifully elaborate because of its fine features.

This is one of those "Best Of" that have been mentioned by the radio in the last few months. An example of the great beauty of the song Rick Roberts is flying in the studio. He had done the song "a better time than now to get acquainted with the outstanding singer-songwriters of the decade.

Here is a man whose musical talents are WELL known. Vocalists of the Fender, the Beatles, and Gilbert O'Sullivan, with a touch of Jose Greco interested in the band there for a while. The Daysong is a hit in the United Kingdom and the United States.

Cindy McKiel

Cindy McKiel

Cindy McKiel

Cindy McKiel

Cindy McKiel

Cindy McKiel
The Night Jungle

Rev. Robert Griffin
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LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD

Peter, age six, has eyes the color of hyacinth and hair the color of corn rashed in the sun, a trench coat like some foreign agent who’s been on the run for years. In this relative, he can take six slugs in the gut as though he was bedbound to take slugs by Universal Studios. Three times before dinner, I watched the drama of Peter being gunned down mercilessly, whipped by sudden pain into cuttings of noise and pain as the blood and violence were a ballet set to the music, self-furnishing. And when they were over, then, the much-delayed drop to the floor, the final convulsions of the body, and the world went quiet, my eyes pressed against an agent with hyacinth eyes, in his sister’s random body fed with a diet of lead.

I was a boy bounce back easily from the effects of imaginary bullets, and Peter, recovered from his third ordain in blood, played the role of host while his father prepared drinks.

"You’re right," he said. "That’s what I’m saying in your room tonight."

"I’ve seen it already," I said. "I noticed you have piles of lions and tigers on the wall."

"They attack you at night when you’re in bed asleep."

I was told for telling me. I told him I dreaded night attacks by bears and lions more than anything, since the only arms I had brought with me was an elephant gun. "I don’t sleep about that kind of thing," I said. "I don’t see anything to lions and tigers?"

"I’m glad you sleep in your sisters’ room at night," I said. "You’re afraid to my own childhood. "Do you also say the Hanel and Gretel prayer: When at night I go to sleep, fourteen angels watch do keep."

"I say: Thank you for the bread we eat; but I don’t say at night, ‘I don’t need to say it at night,’ " he said. "I have a brother and sister."

"When I was little, they used to let me sleep with them, if I didn’t want to. I had them, you see, and they didn’t want to keep them awake by squirmin’;"

"You’re lucky to the younger, " he said. "They will die a long time without a die, but you have to be careful not to give them a die."

Then, to keep my mind off growing old, I suppose, he told me his administrative scenarios of being killed before my eyes. After the serious thoughts, I was cheered up to see what made his eyes round, and desires of the bureaucratic process. Of had they? I decided that entering the tunnels could bring about the worst domestic source if I was caught. Could I gather that much internal strength to revolt against the poet’s domestic forces of my stanch upbringing?

The next thing I remember was that I was taking off my coat due to the extremity of heat. The extreme temperature was earlier than it was asking for. He led the six of us as we gaped for a light on the ground. A little further down the line of time we went stumbling blindly toward to a large dark maze searching for a light.

This increasingly monotonous process, we decided to start out with a small boy who began to shriek like he was a devil or unsettling. We impulsed him to calm down as he led us further on a path which seemed to be descending.

We began to crawl on all fours on the ground getting tough. The light faded and the tunnels that we entered seemed to be different than when we took the door down. Our leader, then, decided to run back to where we came from. Suddenly, a light shone under our feet that appeared to be a door. A knock followed, but none of us dared to swallow the handle. We speculated that it could be security and departed for a lighted room. Because hurried, one of our party performed a little slapstick comedy on the broken and atmospheres-stained door.

I could not remember "knew” that our presence was being monitored by N. D. security. We couldn’t go backwards or farwards, or we’d be stuck for an escape to the surface. All were closed, and we heard a black cloud of hellishInfantry. Finally, a ray of light from the upper wages disappeared the obscurity and we chased after it.

Our hopes were rewarded and we end up finding what we sought. Beneath this nocturnal visitor’s feet were strange and steam tunnels of Notre Dame.

Years of listening to conservative, preony-pinching middle class income parents and sermon-hearing nuns and Jews cheering in the background that being able to enter the tunnels and desires of the bureaucratic process. Of had they? I decided that entering the tunnels could bring about the worst domestic source if I was caught. Could I gather that much internal strength to revolt against the poet’s domestic forces of my stanch upbringing?
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What's All This, Then?

Mark Ferron

Southold Dance Theatre Spring Concert on March 31 at 8 p.m. O'Laughlin Auditorium SMC. Tickets can be purchased at the door. $7.50 & $5.50 available at Morris Civic Box Office, etc.

SPORTS
Chicago Cubs vs. New York Mets on April 5 at 3:00 CST Wrigley Field, Chicago. Tickets are sold out. Opening game, Chicago wins.

SUNDAY
TICKETS
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. $3.50 & $2.50. There's a limit of 10 tickets per person.

WHAT'S ON
TUESDAY
8:00.

SUNDAY
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. $3.50 & $2.50. There's a limit of 10 tickets per person.

WHAT'S ON
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8:00.

SUNDAY
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. $3.50 & $2.50. There's a limit of 10 tickets per person.
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SUNDAY
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium. $3.50 & $2.50. There's a limit of 10 tickets per person.
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8:00.
Ahh, the care package from home.

Now comes Miller time.
**Applications For St. Mary's Student Government Commissioners**

**are available in STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE LEMANS HALL**

**Deadline for Applying Monday April 2**

**5pm Commissioners are needed for:**

Athletic co-op development election judicial off-campus public relations

---

**The Templaments**

In concert with special guest "SPAR-KO"

8:00 pm April 7

Morriss Civic Aud.

$8.50 - $7.50 all reserved Box Office (862-1) Phone 232-6954

mail, M.C.A. 211 N. Michigan, So.

Bend 4661 Enclose self addressed stamped envelope

**TICKET OUTLETS:** Boogie Records, River City Records, Suspended Cord, Elshan Rec. John-Niles, Just for the Rec. 100 Center

A Ken Young Promotions, Inc. Presentation

---

**ATTENTION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS!**

The Air Force has openings for young men and women entering in colleges of science and engineering fields. Like Dartmouth, it offers General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, and Computer Technology.

To helpprepare for one of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and four year programs of study which will develop some of your college costs.

After completion of the ROTC requirement, and upon your grad

cation, you will be commissioned an officer in the Air Force. In the

civilian world, you will be brought up to the level of a professional.

The council is made up of 28 legislat

er or solar cells, are future major energy sources, including hydropower and solar energy with an emphasis on photovoltaic energy.

Durkin also authored legislation providing tax credits for home-heating oil and protection for wildlife areas in Alaska.

Durkin became interested in Notre Dame through his brother, a Notre Dame gradu

te and the Aged. This year's participation is expected to be the final one of its kind, according to Sister Mary's, according to Pope.
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Durkin became interested in Notre Dame through his brother, a Notre Dame graduate and the Aged. This year's participation is expected to be the final one of its kind, according to Sister Mary's, according to Pope.
SMC alumnae hold elections

The Saint Mary's College Alumnae Association elected three new officers and nine board members at their spring meeting in March. They will take office in September.

The new officers are: Maryjeanne Ryan Burke '56, River Forest, IL, president; Mary Cucchi Depman '50, Bloomfield Hills, MI, vice president; and Carol Wangberg Haines '73, Concord, MA, secretary.

The members of the board of directors are Paula Lawton Bevington '58, Atlanta, GA; Marybeth McGowan Crossin '60, Indianapolis; Carol Senda Damasso '66, McLean, VA; Donna M. DeCrane '78, Columbus, OH; Betty Cotton Ling '59, Santa Monica, CA; Sr. M. Florentine Pearson '28, Noore Dane, IV; Judity Raumenhau '74, Lllydale, MN; Alana Moy-nahan Rossman '55, Houston; and Liz Kiley Wilson '74, La Grange, IL.

Pamela Smith Malone '66, Russellville, AL, is the retiring president.

The Association is the oldest among Catholic women's colleges and seventh oldest among all women's colleges. Charter-ed in 1879, the Association this year is commemorating the 100th anniversary of its founding.
The Observer

Mid-East pact re-establishes old alliance

(3) That "Ancient Alliance" between Egypt and Israel that was cited this week in ceremo-

nies sealing the modern peace treaty between them goes back into early biblical times.

In one case, an unusual tie

between Egypt and the family of the ancient Jewish patriarch Jacob saved it from famine.

Another subsequent pact of friendship and trade was estab-

lished between Israel's famed King Solomon and Pharaoh, king of Egypt. Solomon also had a pact with the Queen of Sheba in Arabia. At the ceremonies in Wash-

ington, D.C., Israel's Prime Minister Menachem Begin re-
called the ancient alliance with Egypt, adding that the new treaty means restored "cooper-
avion and friendship."

In the first book of Kings 1:the oldest pact of about 3,000 years ago is noted at the start of Solomon's reign: "Solomon made a marriage alliance with Pharaoh, king of Egypt." He

book Pharaoh's daughter and brought her into the city of David. "(Jerusalem)

The alliance is mentioned several times in the biblical accounts of that period, includ-

ing several extensive trade between the two countries.

The name of Pharaoh's daughter, who became one of Solomon's wives, is unspecified but she is cited in 1st Kings 6:1 among the "many foreign wo-

men" that he loved.

The king of Egypt also pre-

sented her with a handsome sworoy from the spoils of warfare, as noted in 1st Kings

9:16.

During the alliance, Solo-

mon imported horses and chari-

tots from Egypt, as mentioned in 2nd Chronicles 1:16-17. He also exchanged lavish gifts with the Queen of Sheba after she visited him from Arabia, as

noted in 1st Kings 10:1. Greatly impressed, she told him: "Blessed be the Lord your God, who has delighted in you and set you on the throne of Israel."

An even earlier era of solidar-

ity existed between Egypt and the family of the ancient father of Israel, Jacob.

It was Jacob's son, Joseph, who was sold by jealous bro-

thers to some passing traders who took him to Egypt where he rose to become the trusted chamberlain of the Egyptian king.

Through Joseph's influence, his father and brothers received food and supplies to carry them through a devastating famine.

The Daily Crossword

A Copyright

by Michael Molinelli

A Signature

© MM.MOLINELLI

A Hidden Word

The Panels

Molarity

by

Make your own Molarity

Directions

Here is your chance to join the ranks of the regrettably pub-

lished Molarity (care of The Observer) brings you an oppor-
tunity to express the literary

ability, wit, and artistry so lacking in the normal daily

strip. Just cut, paste, and
doodle. For ages 4 to adult.

Vocabulary

paterals

Poesy

endowment

alumni (alumnae)
paterals

Hesburgh

alcohol

stupid printers

security

patrons

very stupid printers

sex

beer

paterals

Bubbles and Props

Characters
TUSCUN, Ariz. (AP) - The other American League teams may have to fight traffic, cop a parking ticket and see the California Angels in any example of what it means to be as advertised - a running team.

The Indians swiped five bases, three by Bobby Bonds and one each by Jim Norren and Rick Manning, against the Angels. As a team, Cleveland managed a total of only 64 stolen bases in 1978.

"I'm sure we'll show you how to do it," Bonds said. "But don't run two bases in one game. You have to want to go out and do it. Watching me run may get them running. I think I can change the game enough to mean to a team.

Bonds, who came to the Indians in a winter trade with the Texas Rangers, made his first appearance in right field this spring, although he said his shoulder was hurting. He had been playing only as the team's designated hitter.

Bonds reached base on a walk and a single, stole second twice and was scored upon the second steal. He scored again after the first steal on a double by Gaylord Perry.

Manning, Cleveland's center fielder, took the cue and used his speed to tie the game at 7-7 in the ninth. He walked leading off the inning against reliever Dave LaRoche, then stole second. Manning broke up a Bonds stunt knocked out on a 3-2 pitch.

Moments later, Manning took off for third and Andre Thornton dribbled an infield single before being thrown out. Middle infielder Manning, scoring all the way from second. Alexander ended the game with a long run-out attempt to triple to left center.

"That's just an example of what can happen when you use speed in the right way," Bonds said.

"This actually should be the best running team I've played on of these guys give me the way they can. With the speed and power that this club has, we can score a lot of different dimension to the game. Just want to go out and do it. And looking at me running may get them running. I think I can change the game enough to mean to a team.

"We're going to be very difficult to shut out because of the combination of speed and power. If the pitchers can keep me in the game the rest of the way, we're going to score a lot of runs," Bonds said.

Newcomer Rick Waits for Cleveland and Nolan Ryan for California each gave up six runs before departing. Larry Anderson relieved Waits in the sixth and gave up a home run to the first batter he faced in gaining the victory.

Moscos time, a radio Moscow newscaster was simultaneously presenting for Soviet listeners the Tass account-labelling the treaty "an act of capitulation and treason."

Some Moscow observers say the more rapid reporting apparently is geared to help offset Western shortwave broadcasts, such as those of the Voice of America and the British Broadcasting Corp. In the past, Soviet listeners learned of major oversets developments via Western stations several hours or even days before mentioned in the local media. An official of the Soviet State Committee for Television and Radio, however, denied that Western broadcasts were a significant factor behind the upgrading effort.

Our government isn't especially concerned that we provide listeners to programs of the BBC and Voice of America," said Yuri A. Letunov, a member of the state committee's information board and former chief editor of the "Time" news program.

In an interview, Letunov said the media shifts were in accord with "leninist tradition of propaganda."
Weekend Sports Schedule

SATURDAY

TRACK-Notre Dame Open with Valparaiso, Aquinas college, South-western Michigan, Jackson Community College Field--Field events--11:30 am, running events--1:00 pm.

LACROSSE--Miami of Ohio at Stepan Field

BASEBALL--doubleheader at St. Joseph's

SUNDAY

TENNIS--Wisconsin--Courtney Tennis Center next to the ACC--11:00 am.

"Totally impractical"

Joyce speaks out on Title IX

WASHINGTON (AP) - The executive vice president of the University of Notre Dame has told college officials the school can meet proposed requirements to equalize financial support for men's and women's sports only by giving nothing for each.

"Unless basic changes are made in these documents we can only predict disaster in the areas of college intercollegiate athletics," the Rev. Edmund Joyce wrote in a letter to David Tazel, director of the office of civil rights for HEW.

Joyce was unavailable for comment Thursday in South Bend, Ind.

Joyce's letter was among some 650 responses HEW received during a public comment period on feasibility of proposed requirements that would provide equality of sexes in intercollegiate sports.

The proposed Title IX, two-part plan, primarily would increase support of women's athletics.

The first part would require immediate equality in per capita expenditures on financially measurable benefits such as athletic scholarships, equipment, travel expenses and publicity. Variance would have to be justified by non-discriminatory factors such as difference in equipment costs.

The second part would be aimed at countering discrimination by long-term emphasis on men's sports and would require expanded women's intercollegiate programs to meet participation needs and abilities.

Joyce said in his letter that the first stage was "totally impractical." It fails to differentiate between total per capita expenditures and aid actually provided by a school for each sex, he said, ignoring revenue-producing capabilities of some sports.

Many football programs generate more than enough revenue to cover its own expenditures and also fund more peripheral expenses.

An unbreakable financial burden would be created by having a school spend as much on a women's sport that generates no revenue as on a comparable men's sport that pays its own expenses, Joyce said.

"Any man's women's sport that is self-supporting should not be included in making per capita expenditure calculations for each sex, he added.

Cincinnati--The university has scheduled the first of its annual "Reds sell uniforms for charity" days on Saturday when the team faces Michigan State.

Each student of the university has been provided replicas of the ones worn during the regular season.

The Reds are offering the uniforms for sale at $100 each with the money going to the United Appeal in the pur-chaser's area. Only the uniform shirt and pants are included.

Fans will not have an opportunity to purchase special unit form uniforms. University officials said April 15 will be eligible for a drawing to determine the 50 percent winners in the sales.

The particular player's uniform will be chosen by a drawing of May 15. The winners will be notified in writing and the Reds will mail the uniforms to the winners within 30 days.

In the past, a drawing for the uniforms has been done.